HEALTH
PITCHING KIT
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IS YOUR BRAND SHARING ITS HEALTH AND
WELLNESS NEWS WITH THE MEDIA TO FACILITATE
GROWTH AND BUSINESS OBJECTIVES?
Forging relationships with health influencers is crucial to getting your story to consumers, and the
influencers featured here represent many of the health publications and blogs where your business
could potentially be featured.
We’ll share insights on how each individual influencer prefers to receive pitches, as well as demographics
on where you can find these health influencers on social to start building relationships.
For tips on how to more effectively pitch influencers, read 5 Media Relations Hacks to Get More Coverage.
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OUTLET NAME: A Break 4 Mommy
CAREER
2015 - Present - A Break 4 Mommy, Blogger (Sept)

EDUCATION
2011 - Benedictine University, Master's degree (Public Health)
2004 - DePaul University, Bachelor's degree (Marketing)

JANELLE
ROBINSON
BLOGGER
 mrsrobinson@abreak4mommy.com
 abreak4mommy.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @abreak4mommy
  @janellerobinson
@abreak4mommy
 @abreak4mommy
 abreak4mommy
 Janelle927
 +ABreak4Mommy1

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL

@

PROFILE
Robinson is the founder and blogger at A Break 4 Mommy. She covers Motherhood, Parenting
Issues, Household Budgeting, Tips, Savings, Product Reviews, Health and Lifestyle topics.
She would like to receive information that details what the brand is looking for and the
requirements for the post. She would love to work with fashion brands, toy companies,
children brands, car companies, food, appliances, children educational tools, hotels, events,
resorts, restaurant, technology, home furniture, family entertainment and home decor —
those things would catch her eye. She is very open to working with all family-friendly brands.
Her pet peeves for PR professionals are sending pitches that ask if she is interested and after
responding YES, she never hears anything back, or PR professionals that take a long a time to
respond to questions.

TOPICS COVERED:

Health & Wellness, Dieting, Fitness/Exercise,
Saving Couponing, Recipes, Children/Youth,
Education, Personal Finance
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JANELLE ROBINSON

Robinson says, "Please send information targeting families and
children. My website is a resource for parents to provide them with
tips and advice on all stages of parenthood from pregnancy and
beyond. I am a Certified Health Education Specialist with a Master
in Public Health. Through my website, I provide my readers with tips
concerning health and wellness. I am mom to a preschooler and
teenager, therefore my topics range from being a wife, potty training
my son, controlling his asthma and allergies, to discussing the latest
movie and hairstyles with my daughter.

Health and wellness topics are dear to my heart because I suffer from
a chronic illness. Pitches that are specific to dealing with healthy
eating, exercise, mental health, chronic fatigue, asthma, chronic pain
and any pregnancy/postpartum issues are a perfect match. I cover a
host of topics for families because I want my website to be the go-to
site for parents/caregivers seeking reliable information."

ADVICE

PET PEEVES

She says her advice for PR professionals is "It is important that PR
professionals pitch me with the idea of working with me in mind. I
would love to receive pitches that have samples available and I will
receive. A pitch that includes all the details about expectations helps
me get right to work."

Her pet peeves are PR professionals who pitch everyone with [the
same] products/samples. She believes pitches that are targeted will
help narrow down bloggers that have true intentions of working with
the brand and not just receiving free products.

She says that pitches that are customized to her and her website will
catch her attention. She likes being able to tell a story through the
reviews she does. She likes pitches that are true to the needs of her
readers and to have details about the expectations.
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OUTLET NAME: Cha Ching Queen
CAREER
2011 (June) - Present - Web Strategist, SEO and Social Media Consultant
2009 (January) - Present - Cha Ching Queen, Blogger
2005 (April) - Present - Freelance, Private Tutor
2004 (August) - 2006 (May) - Eanes ISD, Math Teacher
2001 (June) - 2002 (December) - Texas Rehabilitation Commission, Budget Analyst
2001 (January) - 2001 (June) - Texas State Capitol, Senate Messenger

RACHEL
BELKIN
BLOGGER
 rachelcaron@hotmail.com
 chachingqueen.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @chachingqueen
  @rachelbelkin
  @chachingqueen
 @ChaChingQueen
 chachingqueen
 ChaChingQueen
 +ChaChingQueen

EDUCATION
2006 - Texas State University, M.A. Education
2000 - The University of Texas - Austin, B.A. Psychology & Spanish

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL OR SOCIAL MEDIA

@

PROFILE
Belkin is the Blogger behind Cha Ching Queen, and covers Coupons, Discounts, Health,
Lifestyle, Parenting, Breast Cancer, Healthy Eating, Saving Money, DIY, local activities in Austin,
and Education.
She is open to various types of products. Her lead time is 4-6 weeks.

TOPICS COVERED:

Health & Medicine, Fitness & Exercise,
Shopping, Family/Parenting, New Product
Review, Sweepstakes/Giveaways, Frugal
Living, DIY, and Recipes
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RACHEL BELKIN

Belkin likes to receive information about events, new
products, tips for saving money, happy living, health, travel,
and family. She says she likes

"when an email is short and to the point.
I want to be able to quickly understand
whether it is a collaboration, product
review, or sponsored post and how it
would benefit my audience."

ADVICE
She states that bloggers are very busy and get a lot of emails daily,
and says one follow-up is acceptable but to refrain from following up
after that.

PET PEEVES
Her pet peeves are long emails, spelling her name wrong, or saying
"Dear Ms."
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OUTLET NAME: Forbes Online, Spread the Health
CAREER
2012 - Present - YogaGlo, Contributor (January)
2011 - The Atlantic, Contributor, Health (September)
2011 - present - Forbes.com, Contributor (May)
2008 - present - www.TheDoctorWillSeeYouNow, Contributor (June)
2007 - www.DogsInDanger, Freelance Project Manager (September)
2007 - Today's Science, Freelance Writer (May)

ALICE
WALTON

EDUCATION
2006 - City University of New York Graduate Center, PhD, Biopsychology and
Behavioral Neuroscience
2000 - Vassar College, B.A. Biopsychology and English Literature

@

CONTRIBUTOR
 alicegwalton@yahoo.com
 www.forbes.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:
 @alicewalton
  @alicegwalton
 @alicegwalton

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL OR SOCIAL MEDIA

PROFILE
Walton is a Freelancer Writer and covers a variety of Health and Medical topics. She is also a
Contributor covering Health and Medicine for Spread the Health and Forbes Online.
She prefers to receive press materials via email covering health, mental health, behavioral
economics and meditation. Studies, books, or people who are covering or researching in those
areas are welcome. Materials that are relevant to what she covers will catch her attention. She
is not interested in product reviews.

TOPICS COVERED:

Health & Medicine, Mental Health, Behavioral
Economics, Meditation/Mindfulness

Walton does use social media to watch what is trending in health, psychology, and science.
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ALICE WALTON

ADVICE
Her advice to PR professionals is to "personalize your pitches — emails
that begin only with 'Hello,' or something else generic, make it clear
that it's a mass email and I rarely read those. When PR professionals
reach out with an email that makes it clear that they've actually
looked at my work, and what I cover, and how their story relates, it's
much smarter."

PET PEEVES
As far as pitching pet peeves, Walton calls out, "Grammatical errors! Also,
when [a pitch says] that a story matches up nicely with my work, when
it clearly doesn't, that's a red flag that they haven't done any research."
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OUTLET NAMES: Western Pennsylvania Healthcare News, Healthcare
Business Today, Pittsburgh Health Report, Pittsburgh Better Times, Senior
Outlook Today
MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO
Southwest: The Magazine | Pittsburgh Post-Gazette | Pittsburgh Business Times | Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review | ChoiceHotels.com | Providence Journal | MedEsthetics Magazine Pennsylvania
Health & Fitness | Managed Healthcare Executive | Cleveland Clinic Healthcare Blog

DANIEL
CASCIATO
MANAGING EDITOR &
FREELANCE WRITER
 writer@danielcasciato.com
 healthcarebusinesstoday.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @danielcasciato
  @danielcasciato
 @danielcasciato
 +DanielCasciatoFreelanceWriter

TOPICS COVERED:

CONTACT HIM VIA EMAIL

@

CAREER
2008 (January) - Present - Western Pennsylvania Healthcare News, Managing Editor, Social
Media Consultant
1994 (August) - Present - Freelance Writer
1999 (August) - 2003 (January) - Allegheny County Bar Association, Public Relations
Coordinator, Contributing Writer
1997 (September) - 1999 (August) - American Heart Association, Marketing
Communications Specialist

EDUCATION
1997 - Duquesne University, M.B.A. Marketing
1994 - Duquesne University, B.A. Psychology

Healthcare, Personal Health & Wellness,
Mature Lifestyle, Baby Boomers
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DANIEL CASCIATO

PROFILE
Casciato is Managing Editor of Healthcare Business Today, Pittsburgh
Better Times, Western Pennsylvania Healthcare News, Pittsburgh
Healthcare Report and Senior Outlook Today, overseeing Healthcare
and Mature Lifestyle content directed at Baby Boomers. He is also a
Freelance Writer covering Business, Consumer Health and Fitness,
Healthcare, Technology, Marketing, Social Media, Gift Guides, and
New Product Reviews.
He says, "If you want to send a bylined or pre-written article by a client
and it’s ready to go, send that along with your pitch. Add-ons like
photos (or links to photos we can use) are helpful as well."
Casciato says that "a good, catchy headline" will catch his eye. He
deems this "crucial" and explains that "I receive about 300 press
releases and pitches per week and I tend to scan them. I only have
about 20 seconds to make a decision on each email. A solid headline
is one way to get my attention. I don’t mind if you lead off with Press
Release in the subject line, but be sure you have something catchy
following that."

Casciato prefers to be contacted via email, saying, "I prefer to receive
press materials by email only. A follow-up email is fine, but not four
to five follow-up emails and voicemails. If you don’t hear from me,
assume that I am not interested this time. It’s difficult to respond to
every pitch I receive. I’ll respond if it’s a good fit. No phone pitches,
please. I prefer to communicate via email first. It’s easier for me."
As far as how he incorporates social media into his work, he says, "I’m
on Facebook, Linked and Twitter. I’m on Facebook and LinkedIn every
day, so you can message or pitch me through those outlets. I rarely
check my Twitter messages. If you’d like to connect with me on social
media, just let me know who you are. I don’t mind connecting with
PR professionals. Just want to be sure you’re a legitimate person and
not a fake profile!"

ADVICE

PET PEEVES

Regarding bylined articles Casciato advises, "Please only send press
releases, pitches, or bylined articles that would appeal to the audience
of the publication you are pitching. I write for several publications.
First, be sure you include the name of the publication you want to
pitch. Second, think like my audience… why would they be interested
in your story. Why would they care? That’s PR 101, but I get many offthe-wall and off-base topics."

Casciato recommends to keep press releases and pitches "short and to
the point," mentioning that "long press releases" are a pet peeve.
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OUTLET NAME: Healthy Moms Magazine
CAREER
2016 (Dec) - present - Healthy Moms Magazine, Managing Editor
2010 (Mar) - 2013 (Dec) - Examiner.com, NY Nutrition Examiner

EDUCATION

LAUREN
MINCHEN

2011 - 2014 - CUNY School of Public Health at Hunter College - Master's Degree, Public
Health Nutrition
2009 - 2010 - Hunter College - Baccaulaureate Certificate, Didactic Program in Dietetics

@

MANAGING EDITOR
 lauren.minchen@gmail.com
 healthymomsmagazine.net

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @laurenminchen
  @laurenminchen
  @laurenminchen_rdn
 @lauren.minchen
 laurenminchen

TOPICS COVERED:

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL

PROFILE
Minchen is the Managing Editor at Healthy Moms Magazine and covers Motherhood, Family,
Personal Health & Wellness, Nutrition/Diet and Fitness.
With regard to the type of information she prefers to receive, she states, "I prefer to receive
email press materials in the form of blog or social media post pitches, notifications of available
samples for review, product/service launch press releases, and media events. At Healthy
Moms, we highlight the newest products in health and beauty, fashion, family and parenting.
This can include hygiene and beauty products, clean home products, books and educational
materials for children and teens, travel products and information, and parenting resources."

Personal Health & Wellness, Nutrition, Fitness
& Exercise, Motherhood, Family & Parenting
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LAUREN MINCHEN

She should not be pitched via social media, and says,

"Yes, I use Twitter and Facebook
regularly. However, I prefer pitches via
email. It's what I am checking most
often and what I can best respond to."

ADVICE
She stresses that "inquiries and pitches with an interest in families,
children and busy, health-conscious moms will typically grab my eye!"

PET PEEVES
Minchen says that her PR pet peeve is when there are "more than two
follow-ups to an email inquiry." She continues, "There can be some
lag time between you sending an email and my response, but if I'm
interested I will respond. Some products we've worked with got a
response from me six weeks after they sent their initial inquiry!"
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OUTLET NAME: Midlife Matters, My So-Called Midlife
MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO
AARP | Advancing Care Magazine | Beachbody | Blue Cross Blue Shield | Bottom Line/Health
Bottom Line/Women's Health | Chicago Tribune | Everyday Health | Family Circle Grandparents.
com | HealthyWomen | IVillage | JAMA | Lifescript | More | NextAvenue.org | Parade | Prevention
Select Comfort | Senior Planet | Westchester (NY) Magazine | Weight Watchers | WebMD
Woman's Day

CAREER

SHERYL
KRAFT
BLOGGER & FREELANCE
HEALTH JOURNALIST

Present - Freelance Journalist
Present - Midlife Matters, Blogger
Present – My So-Called Midlife, Blogger

EDUCATION
2005 - Sarah Lawrence College, MFA (Writing)

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL

 sheryl.m.kraft@gmail.com
 healthywomen.org

SOCIAL MEDIA:
 @sherylkraft
  @sherylkraft
 @sherylkraft
 @sheryl.kraft.79
 sherylkraft
 +SherylKraft

@

PROFILE
Kraft is a Blogger at Midlife Matters and My So-Called Midlife, covering Women in Midlife. She
is also a Freelance Health Journalist and covers Healthy Aging, Nutrition, Personal Health &
Wellness, Fitness & Exercise, Spas & Spa Travel, Branded Content and Beauty & Grooming. In
addition to writing, Kraft is a former board member of the American Cancer Society and the
Breast Cancer Survival Center.

TOPICS COVERED:

Health & Wellness, Dieting, Fitness/Exercise,
Saving Couponing, Recipes, Children/Youth,
Education, Personal Finance
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SHERYL KRAFT

She has three tips for PR professionals:
1.

"If you want me to consider promoting a product/expert, I need to
see a sample/example of their work and/or accomplishments and
be able to have a bigger story to tell. It's most helpful if you can put
it within the context of a current news story or propose some story
ideas to make it timely (Why now?)."

2.

"It's impossible for me to read everything that comes to my inbox.
So, a clear subject line that tells me exactly what your are pitching
is helpful."

3.

"Since I may miss your initial email, I don't mind follow-ups one
week later. But if I don't respond the second time it means I'm not
interested. Sorry, but it's impossible to respond to every pitch!"

She is interested in information pertaining to

"new health studies; university-affiliated
experts available for interview; events in
New York City or Connecticut areas; news
pertaining to health, fashion, beauty, spas
and lifestyle."

ADVICE

PET PEEVES

Kraft says that a PR professional can catch her attention by sending
"short, concise emails." She continues, "Please get right to the point in
the first paragraph and tell me what your expectations are, what you
are looking to convey/communicate to my readers."

She says that her PR pet peeves are "untargeted pitches; pitches that
are too long or too vague; pitches that mention a 'partnership' or
'collaboration' without providing specific details of what that means."
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OUTLET NAME: Women's Health, Prevention and Others
MEDIA OUTLETS CONTRIBUTED TO:
Women's Health | AOL | BabyTalk | CanyonRanch.com | CitySearch.com | DivineCaroline.com
Dr. Oz The Good Life | Family Circle | Fit Pregnancy | Health | HealthAdvisor.com | Howcast.com
Natural Health | Oprah.com | Parents | Prevention | Redbook | Refinery29.com | Runner's World
Shape | Shermans Travel | Sonima | The Denver Post | TotalBeauty.com | Weight Watchers
Well + Good | WhatToExpect.com | Woman's Day | Well + Good NYC | Yahoo! | Yoga Journal

CAREER

MEGHAN
RABBITT
FREELANCE WRITER
& EDITOR
 megrabbitt@gmail.com
 meghanrabbitt.com

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @megrabbitt
  @meghanrabbitt
 @megrabbitt

2001 (September) - Present - Freelance Writer and Editor
2011 (June) - Total Beauty Media, Inc., Executive Editor
2009 (September) - Natural Health Magazine, Deputy Editor
2007 (November) - Natural Solutions Magazine, Senior Editor
2007 (February) - The Natural Foods Merchandiser, Senior Editor
2004 (October) - Parenting Magazine, Associate Editor
2002 (February) - Parenting Magazine, Assistant Editor
2001 - Parenting Magazine, Editorial Assistant

EDUCATION
2001 - University of Delaware, B.A. English / Journalism

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL

@

TOPICS COVERED:

Women's Health; Health & Medicine; Fitness
& Exercise; Nutrition; Travel; Personal Finance
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MEGHAN RABBITT

PROFILE
Rabbitt is a Freelance Writer & Editor covering Health & Medicine,
Alternative Medicine, Personal Finance, Fitness & Exercise, Nutrition
and Travel.
Regarding the type of information she prefers to receive, she says,
"I always love info about new, interesting health studies I might not
have seen yet, as well as info about qualified sources. In fact, it can
also be helpful when I receive a pitch about a source (say, a doctor
or dietitian) who can speak to a new health or nutrition study — a
double-whammy pitch, of sorts — that might inspire me to pitch a
story to one of the outlets I write for."
A PR professional can catch her eye by including "a subject line that
gets to the point quickly and a brief email." She elaborates that when
she receives long emails she will not respond unless it has to do with
a piece she is currently working on.

Rabbitt states that she does read all of her
emails and responds to the ones that she
can do something with immediately and
will save others to refer to in the future.

ADVICE

PET PEEVES

She says her advice for PR professionals is "trust that if I’m interested
in the information you’re providing, I will respond to your email. Feel
free to follow up with me once, via email, but understand that more
than one follow-up email is unnecessary — and a follow-up phone call
is not going to help put your pitch over the edge for me."

Rabbitt lists "calls to follow up on e-mails" and "pitches that are too
long/don’t cut to the chase quickly" as her pet peeves.
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OUTLET NAME: Patient Activation Network
CAREER
Present - Patient Activation Network, Blogger, Co-Founder
2008 (July) - present - MattCavallo.com, Blogger

EDUCATION
2012 - Grand Canyon University, MS, Public Health Administration Informatics
2003 - Arizona State University, BS, Business Management and Economics

MATTHEW
CAVALLO

@

CO-FOUNDER & BLOGGER
 matt@mattcavallo.com
 patientactivationnetwork.com/blog

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @mattcavallo
  @matthewcavallo
 @MattCavalloMPH

TOPICS COVERED:

CONTACT HIM VIA EMAIL OR SOCIAL MEDIA

PROFILE
Cavallo is the Co-Founder and a Blogger for Patient Activation Network covering Health
& Medicine, Diseases and Disabilities. He also is a Blogger for MattCavallo.com covering
Healthcare Industry, Diseases & Conditions, Hospitals/Healthcare Facilities, Men's Health,
Women's Health, Health & Safety, Public Health & Safety and Health Education.
He likes to receive information on personal health, health products and innovations created
because of a personal health situation.
He says the kind of stories that will catch his attention are "Stories that lead with the person
and not the product. For example, a 'Yoga DVD for people living with MS' isn't as interesting to
me as 'MS Patient creates Yoga Program for Limited Mobility'."

Health & Medicine, Diseases &
Conditions, Disabilities
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MATTHEW CAVALLO

ADVICE
Cavallo advises PR professionals to be aware that healthcare topics
can be dry and technical. Because of this, he'd like them to connect a
healthcare issue to a personal story to make it more meaningful to an
audience and leave an impact.

PET PEEVES
He says his pet peeve is being asked to promote items or news that
could violate the trust of his readers and states, "In healthcare, your
reputation is everything. My audience consists of both practitioners
and patients. I have built my reputation and trust in this industry
by being both a person with a chronic illness and a healthcare
professional. The trust I have built with this audience is paramount. I
will not post or promote anything that could violate that trust."

Cavallo prefers to receive press materials
via email. He can be pitched via his
LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook, but
once pitched will want to continue the
conversation over email.
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OUTLET NAME: Fearless Fabulous YOU!, Connected Table LIVE!
CAREER
2014 - Present - Fearless Fabulous You!, Host
2011 - Present - Connected Table LIVE!, Motivator and Brand builder; Co-Host since 2014
2013 - Present - Melanie Young Blog, Blogger
1989 - 2011 - M. Young Communications, Founder & Owner

EDUCATION

MELANIE
YOUNG
HOST

2015 - Institute for Integrative Nutrition, Certification, Health Coach Holistic
Nutrition Management
1982 - Tulane University, BA (International Relations)

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL

@

 melanie@melanieyoung.com
 iheart.com/podcast

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @mightymelanie
  @theconnectedtable
  @melaniefabulous
 @fearlessfabulousmelanie

PROFILE
Young is Host of of Fearless Fabulous YOU! covering Influential Women and Women's Health
and a Co-Host for Connected Table LIVE! covering Wine, Food, Spirits, Travel, Nutrition,
Hospitality, Health, and Wellness. She also pens the Melanie Young blog and covers Food,
Nutrition, Healthy Dining, Women's Health, Healthy Home and Lifestyle, Wine and Spirits
(not including product reviews), Women Who Inspire, and Aging (Issues, Health, Beauty,
Reinvention). A veteran of the public relations industry, Young also offers media pitching
training workshops to help today's PR professionals hone their skills.

TOPICS COVERED:

Women's Health, Nutrition, Aging, Travel,
Food, Alcohol & Spirits, Lifestyle
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MELANIE YOUNG

Regarding pitches, Young prefers to receive "a concise email that is
personalized to me versus just 'Hi' or 'Hey!' I am turned off by pitches
that start [with] 'Happy Monday’ (or whatever day of the week it is)."
She asks PR professionals to "please send a great “why” this topic,
person, issue matters to others (especially women), with facts and
statistics on the topic being pitched, a bio on [the] expert and a
background on the cause, company, brand. Since my focus is profiling
people, I [am] looking [for] a great story about the person. If you are
pitching a survey, study or spokesperson, please be transparent about
who your client is. This is especially true with medical and pharma
pitches. Do your homework. Know who you are pitching and why, and
who that person’s audience is. Keep the pitch informative, helpful
and provide a strong bio, photo, website and social media links for
the person you are pitching."

Young does use social media to scout out story ideas saying, "I use
Twitter and Facebook and am always searching for great stories
and ideas. I am a member of several [Facebook] communities. I
take a good amount of time researching my radio show guests and
checking them out on social media, and I like to cross promote their
show appearances before and after the interview. That is the extra
effort I put into what I do, and I really appreciate it when people share
and re-post my shows and blogs."
Please also note: Whenever possible, she prefers to feature experts
who are female. Related photos and social media handles are
required with each pitch. Product and book pitches require samples
to test and she cannot work from a press release.
Contact Young Wednesday through Friday between 10AM and 3PM
via email.

ADVICE

PET PEEVES

Young says that a pitch will grab her attention if it has "a strong lead
and a strong story angle that the PR professional knows will speak to
my audience."

Her pet peeves include "PR professionals who ask me for my
readership/audience 'numbers' even before we book or immediately
before/after my show airs. Do your own homework; that is what the
client pays you for. My job is not to help you compile your clip report
to justify your fees. I say this comfortably after working on the PR side
where I felt lengthy clip reports were a waste of administrative time."
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OUTLET NAME: Associated Press
CAREER

LINDA
JOHNSON
NATIONAL MEDICAL WRITER

Present - Associated Press (Trenton, NJ), National Medical Writer
2008 - 2016 - Associated Press, Business Writer covering pharmaceuticals, biotech
and hospitals
1995 - 2008 - Associated Press (Trenton, NJ), Covered pharmaceuticals and the New
England Journals of Medicine drug and medical studies
1989 (Sept) - 1992 (March) - Associated Press (Des Moines, IA), Reporter
1988 (Dec) - 1989 (Sept) - The Philadelphia Inquirer, Freelance Reporter
1983 (Nov) - 1988 (Dec) - The Daily Intelligencer, Reporter, Sunday Editor

EDUCATION
1985 - University of Pennsylvania, M.A. Communication
1981 - 1982 - University of Vienna, studied German language, literature and history on a
Fulbright scholarship
1981 - LaSalle University, B.A. English

 ljohnson@ap.org
 apnews.com

@

SOCIAL MEDIA:

 @lindaj_onpharma
  @lindaajohnson

CONTACT HER VIA EMAIL

PROFILE
Johnson is a National Medical Writer for the Associated Press, covering Consumer Health and
the Healthcare, Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology Industries, including Hospitals. She reports
from Trenton, New Jersey, but is interested in stories relevant to the national general public.

TOPICS COVERED:

Consumer Health, Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers, Hospitals, Healthcare
Industry, Biotechnology Industry

She prefers to receive "news of strong interest for Joe Sixpack - not investors - on pharma,
biotech, hospitals and consumer health" and says that "stories that could help patients or that
are truly new or a new angle on an existing topic" will catch her attention.
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LINDA JOHNSON

She does NOT use social media for collecting story ideas or
recruiting pitches and says,

"I tweet my stories and post them on
LinkedIn, but rarely have time to troll
[those sites] for ideas. And I do not use
Facebook at all professionally."

ADVICE
Her advice for PR professionals is "do not pitch stories too complex for
the average layperson to understand or want to follow. Pitch things
well in advance when possible. I’m a big fan of the embargo system.
And, don’t pitch non-breaking news late in the day when I’m often
crunching on deadline."

PET PEEVES
Johnson's PR pet peeves include "people who waste my time by
sending me pitches clearly outside my beat. I immediately either
unsubscribe or block them. Also, people who call me to pitch stuff they
know is a huge long shot. Both are rude and inconsiderate tactics."
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CISION HEALTHCARE PITCH KIT METHODOLOGY
The traditional and non-traditional media professionals featured in the Cision Pitching Kits have profiles in the U.S. Cision Media Database, and are
vetted by the company’s media research team to verify their positions as media professionals, influencers and bloggers. These individuals must
meet certain additional criteria to be featured: they must cover the specific topic being highlighted in the kit, have given direct consent to be
listed in the Media Database and must have been verified by the research team recently. The professionals must also be willing to be included in
marketing materials and provide in-depth advice for PR pros.



Are you a member of the media who wants to be featured in the next pitching kit?
Contact our Media Research team today!

UNCOVER MORE TOP JOURNALISTS AND TRENDSETTERS IN YOUR
INDUSTRY WITH THE CISION® COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD®.
Request a demo now and learn how to build better
relationships with influencers who matter.
REQUEST A DEMO
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